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Ly 1 be

er
The
Evolution
of
Expression
is
a
method
of growth.
There
can
be
no
evolution
without
expression;
in
order
to
grow;
you
must express yourself.

sets the ensuing comic situations,
making the book light and pleasurable reading.
This comic phantasy, which promises to be enjoyable reading, will sell

for two dollars a copy when it is released later this year.
Mr. Polcari, a Boston resident, lives

at 25 Tileston Street.

Pulitzer Prize Play
tis Week

The

Sophomore

presented

Alison’s

Bandbox

House,

Theater

by

ald.

Susan

ENGINEERING STUDENTS
ARE MOST IN DEMAND

Bethlehem,
Pa—(I.P.)—Lehigh
University seniors majoring in engineering who will receive their diplo-

mas

at commencements

in February

and June are most in demand by industry, according to E. Robins Morgan, director of placement.
Since October, representatives of
83 of the nation’s leading industrial
firms have conducted more than 900
interviews among the 177 seniors
slated for graduation in February,
1948.
Of this number of diploma
candidates, 98 are majoring in engineering, 46 in business administration, and 33 in arts and science.
Morgan pointed out that competition for engineers among the leading
companies of the nation is keen. The
heavy wattime demands for engineers
have not. dropped off as had been
anticipated in some quarters, he continued.
The salary for the beginner

Em

Glaspell on last Tuesday and Wednesday nights.
This play, based in part
on the life of Emily Dickinson, the
poetess, was the Pulitzer Prize play
of 1930.
Completely different in mood from
the last Bandbox production, Chicken
Every Sunday, Alison’s House was a
serious drama concerning the life,
love, and poetry of Alison Stanhope,
modeled on Miss Dickinson.
The story centered around her
brother and -his struggle in breaking
up the family homestead eighteen
years after her death, on the last day
of the ninetéenth century. The characters included the brother, a middleaged widower, quiet and narrowminded, his two sons, one a mature
lawyer, dissatisfied with life, the other,
an adolescent Harvard student, and

the daughter who

had run off with

a married man.
There were also
other characters to support this family group and all of them offered great
possibilities’ for the actors and actresses in the cast.
(Continued

on Page 4)

Speech Program Initiated
By Rutgers University
New Brunswick, N. J.—(1.P.)—
Because there is a constant demand
for college graduates who have the
ability to speak well in addition to
knowledge of their particular field
of study, Rutgers University has in-

stituted a new program to encourage
speech proficiency among
its students.
This year for the first time, speech
tests were given to all freshmen. The
speech staff has been enlarged and
new courses added to the department’s offerings. Approximately 400
students are enrolled in one or more
speech courses.

Naval Veteran

will range from about $225 to $275
a month.

International Dollar Decrease
Keeping Foreign Students
Away
Pa.—(I.P.)-—Be- .
State. College,
cause of the scarcity of American
dollars
in foreign
countries,
the
United States is rapidly losing her
position as center for international
study.
Dr. J. Paul Selsam, professor of
European history at the Pennsylvania
State College, says that some means
must be found to make it possible
for more foreign students to study
in the United States.
During the past summer, Dr. Selsam pafticipated in the Orientation

program on two of the ships used by
(Continued

on Page 4)

of Thirty-Eight Years Assumes

JOAN EDWARDS, STAR OF STAGE
AND RADIO APPEARS ON WECB

College

ve
s

Engineer

Above left to right: Perry Massey, arranger and MC of “You're
the Critic”
show,
interviews Joan Edwards,
famed
singer of stage, screen,
and radio.
Kenn
Schaffer, Emerson’s Public Relations official,
prepares material which
will be released to Boston newspapers.

Large Audience Attends

broadcast Starring Famous Singer
‘Joan Edwards, famed singer

Frosh Hold Backwards
Dance in E. C. Theatre
The

first Freshman

venture

of the

new year proved a success on
evening of February 27, when

a game at the B. Y. M. C. U. on Feb-

Finally, on February 16, the schedule fired, and the blast nearly blew
the Emersonians out of the Wentworth
Institute
Gymnasium.
The
final score: 78-42 in favor of Wentworth ending a Grendels win streak.
For Emerson, during most of the
game, it was a case of “Tough luck
on that shot!”

But there were some things to be

alone

defense.

stood

appeared that Jack
found his eye for
dropped in eleven
Emerson cause as

Williams played
In many

between

two

cases

or

he

more

Wentworth players and certain scores
for them, and a majority of times

(Continued on Page 4)

and

outer studios

of WECB

in order to view the famed singer.

Miss

Edwards,

interviewed

Perry Massey, stated many interesting
She
sidelights of her young career.
talked of her famous uncle, Gus Edwards, writer of songs such as “Merry
Oldsmobile,” and “Silvery Moon.”
She credited her uncle with having introduced many now famous stars to
radio.
that when

she’ was

first real start in Manhattan.

(Continued on Page 4)

Pennsylvania College
To Increase
Salaries
CARLISLE,

PA.

Faculty
(1.P.)—Dickin-

son College faculty members are to
receive salaries equal or superior to
those paid by the foremost education
institutions and comparable to compensation of private industry, it was
announced here by President William
W. Edel.
Under
a new
salary
schedule
adopted by the Dickinson board of
trustees, a minimum of $2,000 will
be paid for the youngest instructor
and a maximum of $7,000 for full
professors.
In addition, the trustees
authorized the college to match fac- °

ulty members dollar for dollar, up to
five per cent of their annual salaries,
in payment of retirement funds under the Teachers Annuity Association

(Continued on Page 4)

Post

and

Navigator

of one

of

the two scout cruisers that operated
in European waters during World
War One.
Later he was assigned to
the staff of Admiral Simms in London.
During World War II, serving as
material officer at the Boston Navy
Yard, Captain Keller was responsible
for the procurement, expediting, and
delivery of aii widteiiai aiid Equipment essential to the construction of
various types of naval vessels including D. Dios. ¥e 1.8% Lo ST s ‘and
D. E’s.
For his “outstanding initiative and energetic zeal” in discharg-

ing his responsibilities

and

for his

“sound judgment and devotion to the
fulfillment of an important assignment” in anticipating dates of completion on vessels urgently needed by
(Continued on

Page

4)

by

first discovered she was earning $10
a week at a singing job. She got her

ruary 10, and the New Bedford Textile game at New Bedford scheduled
for February 13 had to be called off.

on

inner

er College, noted

Emerson’s basketball schedule misfired twice after the Medford victory.
Coolidge College failed to appear for

much as he could.

February

16.
The event, covered by several
metropolitan
newspapers,
was
attended by more than fifty Emerson
students and faculty, who filled the

Miss Edwards, a graduate of Hunt-

Win Streak Ended
At Wentworth Gym

well

of

stage and radio, was the guest highlight of the year at station WECB,
when she appeared on the “You're

The Critic” show Monday,

the
the

first year students held their Backwards Dance in the Emerson theatre.
More than one hundred students attended the affair.
The dance was novel, in that girls
were supposed to do the inviting. It
is not known just exactly how many
girls took this opportunity to engage their favorites. of the opposite
sex.
Foreseeing modesty on the parts
of some girls, the committee arranged
it so that tickets could be purchased
both in couple and stag form.

happy about.
It
Weir had finally
the basket as he
points to help the

|

Important

President Boylston Green has announced that Captain Harold R. Keller, U. S. N. R. (Retired) has been
appointed Dean of Administration.
A graduate of the United States Naval Academy, Captain Keller has also
studied at Columbia University, and
comes to Emerson with a considerable background in business under
the Federal Civil Service along with
thirty-eight years of active duty in
the United States Navy.
Since his graduation from Annapolis in 1911, Captain Keller has
served on all types of vessels, including the Navy’s first aircraft carrier,
the U. S. S. Langley, and as Chief

-

The settings were designed by

Warren
Griffiths.
Musical
supervision was handled by Nancy Metcalf.
Other
members
of the cast of
twenty are: Mary Howes, Kay Petrucci, Ann Oakes, Elaine Stuart, Warren Griffith, Donald
Jones, Evan
Main, cldon White, Perry Massey

and George Grzebien.

By Sophomore Group.

As Dean of Business Administration

“Composed to Please,’ a musical
comedy adapted from Oliver Goldsmith’s “She Stoops to Conquer,” will
be presented tonight, March 5, at 8:30
in the Emerson Theater.
The play,
adapted, directed and staged by Leo
Nickole is presented by the Alpha
chapter of Phi Mu Gamma fraternity.
Holding lead roles in the presentation are Mary Kinoian as Kate, Bill
Williams as Marlow, Dick Woodies
as Hastings and Barbara Arnold as
Mrs. Neville.
The music was writ- _
ten by Parker Zellers, with special
numbers being written by Francis
Mahard
and
James
Lawlor.
Mr.
Lawlor recently completed the musical score for the Gertrude Neisen
starring musical which will open this
spring.
Special dances will be presented by
Patricia Hessian and Helen MacDon-

ch
i

off the presses in the late spring or
early summer.
Mr. Polcari began this story, a
slap-stick comedy type along the style
of Thorne Smith, as an experiment
to see if he could write that style of
work.
The experiment proved a successful venture and he now has his
book accepted for publication.
The story concerns a middle-aged
couple, who are regretting their lost
youth. The appearance of two ghosts

Captain Harold R. Keller Appointed

In The Emerson Theatre

Ar

story will be

10

NAVAL RESERVE OFFICER
APPOINTED
TO KEY POST

aa

a member of
had his book,
Specters,’ acby the Mosher
learned today

NUMBER

Musical, Adapted From Goldsmith Comedy, To Play Tonight,
8:30,

College

MASS.

ol
le
ge

The

5, 1948, BOSTON,

C

the Beacon.

of Emerson

“Composed To Please”
Sorority Presentation

Anthony Polcari Has Story
Accepted by Maine Publishers
Anthony R. Polcari,
the Freshman class, has
“The Accommodating
cepted for publication
Press of Maine, it was

the Students

MARCH

e

By Emerson Student

~——————P resented

and FOR

e

2

Mosher Press To
Publish New Book

by

BY

on

VOLUME

Founded

Emerson

er
s

Dr.

Ruins

McInnis Elected
Club President
Leland McInnis, writer of the column “No Strain Here,’ has been
elected president of the newly formed
Press Club.
Other officers chosen, at
a meeting held on Friday, February
13, in room 113, were: vice-president,
Howard
Heinlen;
secretary;
Gwendolyn
Gates,
and _ treasurer,
Eleanor Davis.
Mr. McInnis, in accepting his new
office, stated that he hoped the new
organization would become a success,
and that it would enjoy long life as
an Emerson group.
He felt that in-

terest in the club would increase and
that many students would join in future weeks.
He pointed out that future elections of the Berkeley Beacon

staff would be conducted within the
Press Club, with the club electing an
editor and the editor choosing his
staff.

The editorial of the February 6 issue of the Beacon stated the conditions of club membership, as follows:
“Membership in the club will be
open to everyone with a C average
or more.
Every member will be given an assignment on the school newspaper.
This fwst job will cover a
‘trial period’ of three months.
If a
person does not satisfactorily perform
his duties during that time, he will
be dropped from the ‘Beacon’ and the

Press Club.”
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Emerson i is at ascien

it has

been

point. Al-

recognized

as a

school of speech and drama.
Yet
with the recent addition of several

new departments and many new
courses, it looks as if Emerson is
striving to be another Liberal Arts

-in other

departments. (Veterans would be
given their choice, because of the exmajor in Speech.)

The Evolution of

Expression

might

then

all

over

even

the

would welcome more dis-

; .

oe

Af

criticism
of films.
I
Santi
icpublications would systematic

school.’ First, our’ Student Government has voted to apply for member-

ship in the National Student Association, the details of which have probably been explained by now.
This
is a big stride for us. Accreditation
comes

closer

Emerson’s

and

closer.

FIRST

Press

eled his way through the snow on his

A “Young Lochinvar” goes to little

Ann Oakes who is a fine and sincere
bit belated but just as bright. We
ran through our extensive files the

infant

referred

industry?

The

to it

as

an

obstreperous

fifty year old infant should abandon
the nursery to Television—if we must

be

ern
student.
Here’s
an __ historic
event!
Brad Tiffeny diligently shov-

taught not only as a two-year course,

other

“Baby

Our

day

“Baby

and

Lochinvar”

found the. following:

Lochinvar’—to

Dick Board-.

stowed!
Our

Science

Ge

quired it should have been mastered
in fifty years—and has been mastered
in England, France and Italy.

just

handed us a hot scoop!
The parasol
ant walks at the rate of 720 feet an

ch

spect to the number of required cred-

At.the same time it was subtly intimated that the rest of the class were
_ gibbering idiots.. If the two students

is a

man—Psy. Ed. transfer, Freshman—
for work in CORN IS GREEN.” So
we thought we'd better get it be-

hour!

(That's nothing.

Ray Alex-

ander can do it in about the same

time.)

Ar

ate concerned with speech only in re-

What would happen if:
The phone in the dorm went on the
blink?

Renni

Anselmo agreed

with

Mr.

Steinkraus?

All

of Bobbie Klepper’s Valentine
gifts were distributed throughout the school?
_
Mary Dozois’ mocassins fell off en-

12, as Herb Fine begins to live! He's
marrying a very brilliant Northeast- - ‘The Espie had discount day?

actress.

ge

which

has

we are inflicted it might result in
better moving pictures.
And
Mr. Reeves—that
moss
grown cliché about a young industry! Was it David Wark Griffith

ol
le

Languages )

Second,

Club

ally flay the moronic tripe with which

have an art form in its infancy. As
college.
The question then, is the
but as a course covering four years,
a matter of fact technically the
old one of the blending of academic
thereby insuring a more thorough _ movies have made incredible _ progwith speech courses.
Thus far, we © knowledge of its material.
:
Such an
ress in fifty years.
We have no quarthink, the marriage has not been a
approach would greatly aid the
rel with photography, sound or color.
happy one.
Speech majors in that their Progress
We do decry indifferent acting, poor
~ One of the troubles, possibly, lies
would not be hindered by those in ' writing and unintelligent scripts. The
in certain courses of the Speech Dethe.class who are less interested.
arts of acting and writing were not
partment.
‘There are at least several
_ In a recent speech class two memborn with the movies. Granted a
Major Plans at, school (English, Hisbers were cited as doing “A” work.
slightly different technique is tfetory and. Modern

this

wrist.

we

who originally

isting regulation requiring them to
course

made

Tr

more

Jack Tuohy

_ majors from idee majoring

being

second story roof and forgot to stop
at the edge—he only sprained his

criminating

EDITORIAL
ways

is

that Hollywood is abused critically.
i fact

Everett Keyes
' Robert’ Stevens
George Ballard

Hock,

is produced

usually acrimonious “New Yorker”
is unstinting in its praise. Certainly
Hollywood does not have to run the
critical gauntlet that faces a new
stage production.
We do not feel

Barbara Hammond

....... Gs ebidin Carte Sy Moet Go bebleene does Lea viccl GEN

Manager

Photographers

mihi

ly good film

BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL STAFF
Proof Reader

Reeves.”
We have no quarrel to ake

other

tirely?
been founded. This gives the Beacon,
our most prominent source of cultural
credit, we feel sure credit has never
Dot Rossi’s plaid petticoat wasn't
diffusion, a home. Anyone who is
been denied. Dozens of saccharine
showing? —
interested in the LARGEST club in
movie magazines drip fulsome adjecJim Nolan wasn’t prepared for an
the college contact Gwen Gates, eftives in praise of the most puerile
assignment? >
ficient. Secretary.
Another kind of and nauseating celluloid atrocities.
‘Mary Jean Birmingham didn’t sit in
On those rare occasions when a feal-— history will be made on September
the front hall of Building 130?

4
LITERARY
STAFF
|
as
é
Jean McKee
5;
_ Fred Jackson
.
s
BUSINESS
STAFF
Business Manager
..... velgleie Go cise Ved (isis oo peti ewe ss bee
n Roberts
Advertising Managers ............005 eigives is cues
ror
iethhens: ‘Chet Collier
Promotion Mana eer. o ii ck ais eis es Ws ha ee vo eee a Pare
oe » Alden Robinson

Cleo Nash

set the
that in
a few
in the
“Batch

the statement that Hollywood does occasionally make a good moving picture. However, as for giving them

a

Gwendolyn

last column.
Let moderation
motif for this one. Bearing
mind we would like to make
comments on a recent letter
Berkeley Beacon from one

Because history of one sort or an-

es

Official

of our

iv

EDITORIAL

the keynote

ON THE SIDE..:>

‘NO STRAIN HERE...

POTPOURRI

was

|

DRAMA
Humility

Founded February 1, 1947, as a bi-weekly. newspaper of
a
College,
owned and controlled by the student body.
Member of the > Piakeoligeiate
Press.’ pete

The department tells us you

can tell the following while enjoying
refreshments at the Junior Prom: A
sneeze has the speed of about 100
miles an hour.
(That would be a

fascinating career—a sneeze clocker!)
We trust that everyone knows that
Shakespeare had a working vocabulary of 17,000 words.

The Sophomore class is justly
proud of its four talented participants
‘in the Soph recital. Paul Labossiere,
Bill Morey, Lisa Goldstien, and Adele

Wentzel gave all who attended the
utmost in entertainment. Three masterpieces of wit, written by Thurber,
Leacock,

and Benchley,

fully

delivered

by

and

Goldstein,

and

terpretation of
ranks with that

sey's.

were success-

Morey, Wentzel
Labossiere’s

in-

Abraham Lincoln
of Raymond Mas-

That hour in the theatre was

one of the most enjoyable I've spent _
at Emerson.
The class recitals, the
Southwick Recital series, Chapel services,

and

Convocation

exercises, are

all an integral part of Emerson College—its heart, its pride, its growth.
It's up to every individual to attend
all these exercises,
sense of duty, but

and not with a
with a ‘sense of .

pride. The coming Convocation ex-—
ercises present a thrilling array of entertainment.

See you

in the theatre

—save me a seat, huh?
Second

semester,

while

brnnitis

‘new students, has also presented many
losses. Good luck to Dottie Schatz
and Cookie Levin who have gradu-

C

its a_ student must “have in that. de- P “mentioned- were not doing “A” -work——
And then Mr.-Reeves—your rather - _Some. good impressions:_1. Stuart i ated and are about to be married. And
partment. Therefore, i is it unfeason- in speech, they may as well not have _ cryptic ‘remark about its taking the Mayne’s mind.
2. This year’ s Emer- _ say “so long” to Ronnie Feldman, too,
able that a person| ‘attracted to Emer- ‘teturned.
‘These are cersonia.
3. Eleanor
Davis, up
and -and Chloe Presnell.
That is their major. Their theater a thousand years to get where
son to major in, say, English should
tainly
Emerson
losses.
:
coming
Freshman.
4. Tom
Fitzacademic average, however, is a little it is today.
Why the arbitrary numtake slightly less than a mild interest a over C plus. Now consider the case
—GLORIA.
ber of 1,000 years? As a matter of pattick’s layout work on the last isinAe
sue: 5. The green-striped chair in
of several other members of the class.
fact 2,500 would be more nearly ac_To make a long argument short,
They ate academic majors, and have
curate.
And—exactly where is the the front office.
we feel that Public Speaking should
Everyone has their marks now.
averages three grades above C plus
theater today?, You seem to assume
be made compulsory, and that other
in their departments.
Yet, because
its history has been a steady progres- Some of us have found out the hard
speech; courses should be left as elec47 Newbury Street.
way, that professors have a peculiar
sion from early beginnings to a glorthey “shy away”. from Speech (you
tives for those who are sincerely in_ BOSTON
idiosyncrasy—they
require
honest
efious flowering in 1948. Such is not
understand they take the course only
terested in that field.
because it is required), the Speech- the case. The theater has, at isolated © fort, like honest work, and give an
‘COMmonwealth 3637
If this change seems to be too radhonest mark.
times in history, produced, masterDepartment feels that they “don’t beical, may .we suggest an amendment
Incidentally, these marks make an
long at Emerson.”
- pieces—Sophocles, Euripides
and
in the method of teaching “Expresinteresting subject. You'll hear time
Aristophanes can hardly be’ deemed
sion” courses? - This would be the
But, under the present system, ho
and time again: “Oh, don’t worry
early |experimenters. There are those
dividing of the Speech and Drama
can fairly judge?
about your marks, it’s what you get
(Continued |on Page 4)
out of college in knowledge that

FLOWERS
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TRAYNOR

er
s
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THE BERKELEY BEACON

SAVE!

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear

study and the constant course require-

Sir:

A number of students’ feel hee
our college’s registration office is not

living up to its job.

As

a sopho-

mote, I’ve gained the impression that
when and if I graduate some person
is going to throw a wrench in my

plans by telling me thatI lack the
correct number of credits. The past
seems indicative of laxity in this department.
In all interviews students
of my acquaintance have had, they
have been given subjects to fill schedules and not subjects to fill ultimate
needs.
We all know that ee
for
degrees must have required

departments other than
such as
English.

credits in

his major,

psychology, social sciences,
Under the present set up;

however, a student is not only uninformed

concerning

minor

depart-

“ments but is unsure of his major. May
I suggest that a better Ue be in-augurated.
Ed. Note:
the following:

EVER. FAITHFUL.
A careful check reveals

1. That the favorite gripe of all
college officials—from the President

_ down—is that students
their

counts!

college

don’t read.

catalogs. At Emerson,

special pains have been” taken to list
the various plans of undetgraduate

ments

for each

plan.

Memo

4, Juniors and Seniors, however,
are not thrown to the wolves with

to

Frosh: Read carefully pages 27, 28,
and 29 i in the 1947-48 Emerson cata-

-only.a scrap of paper to protect them..
The regular program of schedule conferences at the beginning of each semester continues. .By the time a

log.
A check-up with the Registrar's
_ office brings the assurance that the in-

formation contained in these few
Senior graduates he has had, beyond
pages is a practically fool-proof guide, _ the catalog guide, a minimum of eight
even

for

without

schedule

fulfilling degree

conferences,

schedule conferences,
two written personal analyses, and an ad lib number of free lance confabs. From this

requirements

through at ‘least the: Freshman
Sophomore years.

and_

it seems it would take a
termined student to get: off
Of course, a Senior may,
times does, flunk a required

2. However, personal counsel is
always available from faculty mem_bers atRigathe opening
ofh each fall
semeslast
se!
eehpol
partment are at the disposal of any

3.

pains

For

of the second

the

im-

average.

Try and tell your parents

that a C plus is as good as a B minus.

Watch

how

and Gamble

companies

like Procter

only consider applicants

that are holders of A’s and B’s.

|

Eat

“ Your

School's

Coffee

Sandwiches

CAFETERIA
Milk

Candy

Located in Building 126

—MAc.

dream,
—

;

ue

classmen

At

the beginning

year the Registrar’ s office prepares for
each Junior a detailed analysis of his

spring when

come. Seniors this process is repeated.
In addition, each Senior is given for

plays, thati is.

reference a carbon copy of

the credit analysis. Thisiis the Senior's s

guide to > gtadnation.

=

© VARSITY Magazine
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ruary 6th: issue and I call loudly for
more.
I'm also looking forward to

complete record to date.
To this is
added a list of requirements still to
-be completed.
For Juniors who bepersonal

aren’t

pretty dethe beam.
and somesubject in

:
special — Dear Sir:
I enjoyed Malcolm White's colsemester of the Junior
umn, “Drama Potpourri” in the Feb-

upper

are taken.

marks

SAVE!

his-second semester. But as to having a “Gren
ditown to his alae
by sone person’ —that’s just a bad

ter.
so
during the entire schoo
year, the services of the Registrar’s destudent at any time for questions and
answers or informal conferences.

The

portant thing!” You know, idealistically this is wonderful. But—try and
swing a transfer with a mediocre av- -

SAVE!

he promised

us that he

and Francis Flaherty will do their
classical rendition in the shell, of two
Don’t let them let me

down.
-Here’s hoping I get my
-Mal’s next column..

name

KEN KEDIDDLEHOPPER-

in)
“When mrt penalize in this game, they really pect. ve

3

Titerary Section

to get to the ja

pee

dropped the tray.

She cs sorsbally be pacing’ up ou :
When five piclodk: came that’ de down in the hall right now. The
Millicent Courtly was a visibly shak-. -light-was on! First, she would look
en man. He was ‘thankful that the
worried and then—. Now, the perwork accumulated after that. fatal ‘spiration of fear blended. with the
blunder had been enough to carry _ rain on his forehead. Mr. Courtly’s

aul almost

*

fee

“Clumsy boy!”

+

Finally, when he was seated, he
glanced wottiedly at his ad:

WE'LL
%

_

“TALK

AGAIN.

The two

by GEORGE A. BALLARD, JR.
The brothers Jean and Marcel sat

- on the small cot, their backs

against

the wall, feet pulled up under them.
A candle flickered on the table in
the center of the small room.
Jean, the older of the two

sat

men,

staring at the tiny candle

as

though it held in its flame the an-

men

sat

still. ~ Marcel

: ak: a deep puff from his cigarette.
Jean knew from his brother’s expression that he should continue. His
voice came again in the same low
tone, “Marcel, look at it this way.
We need God, each man in a differ-

ent way.

We

need

a God to be-

lieve in, to tell us what we do not
know, to give us hope where there is

“Sweet, I have

to be at the of.

*.

ad

me

a

Be

eee

oe

fice—"

him through the afternoon, but the
“Now, how do you think this will aS suspense of waiting for another pos-—
sible summons had left his nerves
sound?
It’s the report: for the church

_ returning common sense told him that
further delay would only make it

paper on the ball the day after to- ae rather worn and frayed. Of course,
I know - a
the fact that he had to go home and
morrow.
Of
course,

westerly wind, he turned

should wait

till it’s

put

over before I

on that

silly

bunny

worse, so with

suit didn’t

up the walk.

Got to face it

reached the door, -

breathed a fervent prayer aus fepped

write it, but—,” she giggled devilish-

Mrs. Van Dorne gave me the names
—anyway, listen: ‘Last night, ” Mr. —

a final sniff into the

“Got to face it
Got to face it.” He

help matters at all. Mr. Courtly duly, “I know all the- decorations and — tifully filled in the time card at 5:05,

8

in to “face it.”

se
-eeThe hall was ; empty. Mr. Coury
: felt faint with relief. Then he saw
the note propped against the telephone. A horrible thought burst in |
his mind, “My God, she’s left me!” —

checked his watch again and hurried toward the street exit. Then he
T hrough the revolvstopped short.
ing door, he could see the slant of

—

God is a conscience to tell
Marcel toyed ~ none.
to life itself.
Courtly looked puzzled, “‘the home
us what is right and what is wrong.
with a cigarette. He watched his
Sometimes I ask myself, would I have of Mrs. Guy P. Van Dorne was the
brother in the very manner that the
scene of the season’s gayest masquer- - rain pelting on the hurrying crowds.
a God if no person had ever told me
older man watched the flame of the
Somehow, he reached the note and
Mr. Courtly’s thoughts were quite
candle. To Marcel his brother rep- _ that God exists? Maybe I would ade ball, given for the benefit of the
Old People’s Welfare Society.
The vicious as he returned to the locker _ between his trembling hands he read:
‘not need to believe if I had never
resented wisdom and guidance. The
for his extra” ‘galoshes. Now 2s
“Aunt Eva ill—took the 5: :20—will
been told. Who can say what is or ‘house was lavishly decorated -with
things Marcel could not understand,
spring — flowers — and
ferns. Soft
miss that 5:13 car.
call when J arrive—costume in livdue perhaps to his youth, Jean could | is not when they. speak of God? This
Mr. Courtly approached the street
ing room—try it on!”
I do say. I believe in God, Marcel, | strains of music came from the lan- _
make cleat to him. ae ‘Marcel
car stop trying desperately to think
It was utter relief that despeed Mr.
tern-strung garden as the orchestra
nudged - and so do you because we need God.”
needed
his brother.
Oh
dear,
what
was
Courtly
in the chair and it was the ©
of
an
excuse
to
avoid
the
masquerade.
headed
by—
The candle on the table had near-_
Jean with his elbow.
telephone's ‘ring _
sted him up
“No, no, that wouldn’t work. I’ve
At his brother's touch Jean’ s mind
ly burned out. Marcel, looking at that orchestra leader’s name, Millicent?
Didn’t I mention his nr
never had a sick day in my life.
again.
“came back from where the candle had
the dying flame thought of one more
at dinner last night? Oh dear,I
Maybe I could burn a hole i in the cos“H- hells? coe yes, sweet. You 5
sent it. He looked at. Marcel and
question and quickly asked, “Jean!
Se
‘tume with a cigaret—no, I don’ t just arrived? So. did—a-a—How’'s
asked, “What troubles you, ‘Marcel,
when the candle goes out, will it must call up Mrs. Van Dorne. Hand
Aunt:Eva?
—The bunny? Oh yes, |
smoke.” He pulled his collar closer.
light again? Is there a Heteaties ae me my robe.” —
is it that you. worry?”;
L ll just have to come tight out and
“Pet, I have to run to make the
dear, yes, pet, I tried it on. Yes,
Marcel made no reply for a molife after death?”
love,
it
fits.”
say
it!
That's
the
only
way.
Ti
off—"
“ment, then said, “No, Jean, I do not.
The door was flung open. The
i
“Yes dear, bye, bye Hurry home
simply tell her that I ca—”
worry but I see that you are thinking.
candle on the table blew out. A
tonight
now.
I’m
having
your
cos-"
Scooter
Coury
“Hey,
Scooter!
L’AUTOMNE
- What is it you think? Talk: to ‘me,
soldier stood in the doorway. The
tume sent out today. 1 want you to
You little so and so!”
Tell me, is there a
soldier said but three words, “MarJean. ‘Talk!
by NANCY JANE PRICE
try it on so welll be sure ‘it doesn’t:
‘Mr. Courtly was half off ‘his feet
cel Duval, come!”
God?”
‘The apples waxed exceedingly sweet ioe
sag like the one last year.” —
as the big hand turned him around.
A muscle at the side of Jean’ s fack
Marcel grasped his brother’s hand,
“But, love, the ball isn’t —_
the
~ in the orchard;
“Well, well, well, Eddie Mason.
- tightened as he looked into the dark,
held it tight, cand. said, “Goodbye,

~ swers

intelligent face of the youth beside

day

Jean!”

ch
iv
es

ee

after tomorrow—”

- What

a surprise.

Ha!

The

Ha! a

liquor of

the

grapes pulsed

through the vineyard;
“Bye, Bye, dear!”
“You little so and so!— I haven't
As” Martel meved coulis the door
ee
The goldenrod startled the bleak
seen you in ‘years. What have you
as though he were speaking to himJean stood up and called after him,
meadows,
That morning, as Millicent Court- been doin’ since you. left good = os
“Marcel!”
self, “Yes, Marcel, I'll talk but I can
:
ly
seated
himself
behind
his
desk
at
And
the wooded gardens
were |
Hebron!”
—
only tell you what I think. Per- —
The young man ncnad and calla,
shrouded in faded sreens and be
the Blackwood & Smiley Exporting
Mr. Courtly. was caine Gece
Mee
ly said, “Yes, Jean.”
mh
haps it is this way.
Everyone has
browns.
a
God. _ Everyone in a different way. _ The older man could not find the Firm, he was still thinking grimly of flat with the joyous recollection.
“Hey Scooter, we're going in and
To me God is a part of the mind. words, he merely stood looking at the annual Van Dorne Ball. Even
Ashen gray was the sky, and of clouds, frie
have a drink for ate times’ sake—on
God is
his brother.
: while he was synchronizing his me!
_< My God is not like yours.
There were none— _
” :
God is in
Marcel, standing beside the soldier, watch with the wall clock and open— mot in ‘churches, Marcel.
- Just endless stripes of varying hues!
ing his neat books, the horrible
“Oh_ ‘no, Eddies ‘got to Ge this
knew what his brother wished to say.
No sun did grace this vast ae
thought of that rabbit’s costume car. The—the little woman's waitJean bois off al looked at she
Before passing through the door, he
= And I heard him come:
plagued him. “Me, a man in my ing for me.”
said, “Yes, Jean, we will talk again,
———yaung man, as _ though to ask his
His ‘foot was firm and Constant, oo. ee
“Nope, she'll ioe to wait a alls
- forties in a rabbit suit!” He cringed
"very soon.” te
brother - he should stop
ene
bak
lightly he trod the dusty path.
Though
‘inwardly as he recalled his” plump
eae tonight, Scooter! That'll make
wife standing at the foot of the stairs
her miss you all the more, eh!” Ed’s : All nature yielded to his —
‘MR. MILLICENT COURTLY’S silver badge, he added quickly, “Are last year, behind an Arabian veil - booming laughter drowned his. pro-- And I smelled him come:
Pha
MASQUERADE ~
we in trouble this. good morning— - calling up to him, “Millicent! Oh, tests, and Mr. Courtly felt himself
The spicy, piquant flavor of his being
I mean, today—well, now?” _
there’s my little pink bunny! Come being’ propelled down the street.
Seasoned earth and sky.
ea.
by LELAND E. McINNIS_
“Oh no, Mr. Courtly! I’m the on now, hop down—no, Millicent,
AS they approached one of the All nature yielded to his breath.
cop in this district. At least, I catch
don’t wall! ” she had pleaded, “Play
many bars that lined 8th Avenue,
“Oh, Mr. Courtly is a | fine gentleAnd I saw him come:
this duty every three weeks for two
you're a bunny and hop down!” ~
Ed was: recalling the nearly forgotten
man all right, all right. It isn’t
i
that,
Dressed in’a suit of rustic-red,
Every other day I make it
Courtly
Rather
savagely,
Mr.
events of their life at Hebron Acad- |
it’s just that. there's something about weeks.
Brown tasselled cap and knee
a
point
to
stop
in
and
see
Marge.
I
‘pushed
his
pen
into
the
well
and
emy. Before Mr. Courtly could Prohim that’ s—well, I kinda pity—ya’
Height
boots of softest suéde!
wuz late gettin’ here this morning.
began work on the report of yestertest further, they were inside.
_know?. He's sorta lika a cow that’s
In
fact,
I
wuz
just
leavin.”
He
looked
And
I
cried—for
he wrested my | React
-day’s transactions for Mr. Blackwood.
“Well, what’ Il you have, Scooter!”
being milked—he don’t know what's
busily
at
his
watch,
and
Mr.
ae:
;
The
morning
wore
on
with
Mr.
Feverishly
recalling
all
the
adverfrom
me!
going on back there, but outa habit
looked confused.
Courtly attacking his accounts futisements he had ever seen, Mr. Court- I could not hold myself;
he just stands there and gives be“Is Mrs. eure
tea oe Mar‘tiously to keep the Van Dorne ball
ly tried to appear casual as he said, - J wanted so to follow.
cause somehow it’s expected of him.
jorie?”
My eternal love had come.
out
of
his
mind.
At
11:30
he
was
“Oh, let’s see, how about a—a marOh, I dunno, Pat,I guess you'd call
“Oh yes, Mr. Cbiirdy; and: the mufwell into what should have been the | tini a—a with ginger ale, please.”
him—-patient.
Yaknow?
He's just
He passed me by, then
aie
to
—afternoon’s work. While he was in|
“Same old kidder, eh, Scooter!”
a little feller with about as much _ fins are piping hot.”
smile; —
While Marge prepared ie ray, Mr.
“No,
seriously,
the
middle
of
a
particularly
compliRd laughed gayly.
passion as a—a wet noodle!”
Pat cated account, Richard, the office boy, Scoot, what’
it. be—scotch and His dark abysmal eyes
With this candid observation, Pat ~ Courtly and Pat stood silently.
Gave just one backward glance: |
putsed his lips in an
imaginary approached the desk.©
soda?”
tad Marge burst into gales of laughI yielded to his presence. —
whistle and balanced up and down
“Mr. Blackwood wants ya’, Mr.
‘It took exactly three scotch and
ter, slapping each other’s knees and
“Hey, Mr. Courtly!”
Coun,
- sodas to bring Scooter Courtly back
_ pounding the table. After a moment, — on his toes. Mr. Courtly Hage
with his dark brown tie.
-“Uh-——wh—eh—, oh yes, Richard, © to Hebron.
, Marge breathlessly. asked, “More cof“Thank you, Marjorie—and Mrs. | help yourself.”
“Yes, sir,’ Ed was telling the bar_ fee, Pat?”. Pat nodded Gerben gulps
tender, “old Scooter could run! Why,
Richard eyed him quizzically. “
_« and laughter . and reached for an- Courtly says we're to have a—a, dear
he could scoot like a jack rabbit!”
Blackwood wants ya.”
. other doughnut. Marge, wiping her me, oh yes! tuna fish salad for lunch.
7 Buy Your Supplies Here
“Oh yes,
He picked up the tray.
“Well, oh
ae thank you, RichMr. Courtly
exploded his- halfeyes, went to the stove for the pot.
He

answered

in a low

voice,

ge
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him.
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‘Both

ing.

were

chuckle,

- Courtly

enjoying

when

himself

the

Mr.

popped

remain-

Millicent
into

the

_ kitchen. Mr. Courtly always “popped”
into places and almost invariably his
face

held the

same

expression

after

making the “pop,” a surprised look,
with his thin eyebrows arching little
wrinkles on his forehead. As usual,
one side of the arch was higher than
the other, giving the surprised look

good morning, Mr. a—a, officer.” He

ard!”

swallowed

Pens
| Pencils
Erasers
ny suit!”
sae”
| Dictionaries
*
ee
*
ure.
He shook his head and mused,
Ink
Filler Paper
“[m damned if he doesn’t remind |
At 10:30 that night, ‘Mr. Courtly,
me of a jack rabbit.”
As he walked — Note Books
-was on his way home.
Mr. Courtly reached the doen a rather unsteady path up Melrose
_ Lobby

tried to chuckle pleasantly, failed and — For a moment, Richard stood dicee
then departed. Marge and Pat looked | studying Mr. Courtly’s scurrying figat the swinging door through which

Mr. Courtly had just popped.
“Ya’

see what

I mean, » Pat?

Ya’

know?”

drink in the air. “No sit,”

he sputteted, “I won't wear that bun-

}

Pat sat down,

eich’ for a dough-

nut and said, “Yeah.” tee

marked “Mr. Blackwood—President” :
-and tapped on the frosted glass. |
“Come in, Courtly.

Street toward the house, his thoughts

ae

*

a

fe

:

of Bldg. 126

—

were far from the “brave little Scoot-

I want you

er” who had delivered to Eddie Ma- |
In the meantime, Mr. Courtly had to listen to this. Close the door.
:
son “certain
necessary orders’ con‘Sold to H. M. Pinkley
balanced his way ‘upstairs and was Now listen.
cerning Mrs. Courtly’s immediate fua touch of quizzical fascination. As
& Sons, Ltd., Edinborough, cotland,| ture and her relationship with rabbit
Mr. Courtly looked at his cook and - cautiously knocking on_ his wife's
May 19, etc., etc., 14 rolls, grade A
At the first sound
costumes. Ed had been an enthusi-—
her guest, his round blue eyes ap- ~ bedroom door.
wtapping paper, rag content; 24 astic listener, but’ Ed wasn’t here now.
of a shrill soptano, he Seeree o
peared to be trying to twinkle, but
_ boxes, No. 2 wax paper; 200 reams,
door.
The foot-steps kept getting slower as
just couldn’t make it.: The result
mimeograph paper, 10 in. x 14 in.
“Come in, Millicent! There you
the house came in view. Mr. Court- —
made him look partially simple.
42 portfolio covers, heavy bisding?
ly was late—very late. ‘He ‘was sO-_ Probably it was this look that made are! Set the tray right over here and
and 13 BUNNIES, REINFORCED!’” 3 ber enough to realize that Mrs. Court-.
- Pat scramble to his feet and start sit down., .I want you to listen to
this. ‘Kirst, open that shade all the —
ly would know there was something
There was a short strangled wheeze
dusting his blue uniform.
ee
~ and Mr. Blackwood thundered, “How | in his system besides malted milk and —
“Good morning, Mr. Courtly!” —
How could he |
ironized yeast tablets.
long have we been a clearing house
“Oh yes, of course, good morning, — Mr. Courtly
el ‘to move both
trapopsibie!
Marjorie.”
Then, looking at Pat’s feet at the same time in his efforts - for reinforced rabbits, Mr. Courtly!”. a in without uaa
#
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“Where all the students

meet.”
- BOSTON
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“STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Have

Appeared
Above
halls

game in the morning and the second
in the afternoon, so as to pull the
price of two tickets from each fan

instead of the usual one for double
headers?

This

is a device

now

be-

ing used in other major league baseball cities, notably Brooklyn and St.
Louis.
It is easy on the “reserved
for the season” seats down front, but

‘it really soaks Mr. Joe Fan!
Andy Hock must wonder if there
is anyone in school who doesn’t get
the urge to rub his “butch” haircut
when meeting him.
Latest to-don-the running clothes
of the B. A. A. Marathon hopefuls
from Emerson is Evan Mann, who is

doing his training along with George
Grzebien every fair day.
Don Roberts still scoffs at the thought of training so early for the twenty-six mile
three hundred eighty-five yard jaunt
on the open road.
Ain’t confidence
wonderful?
A. K.

International

Dollar Decreases

(Continued from Page 1) ©
the State Department to take American students to Europe and bring
foreign students to America.
He
said that on one return trip, only six

students

embarked

for

country.

this

Dr.

from

Le

Havre

Selsam points out that about

1,000 students from Yugoslavia have
gone to Russia to study while only
four students from Yugoslavia have

come to the United States.

He also

points out that because the State Department had no funds, scholarships
had to be refused to Hungarian students.

The Fulbright Act, approved by
Congress in 1946, was seen as one
step forward in encouraging the exchange-student program. The act authorizes the Secretary of State to enter into agreements
with foreign
countries regarding the use of currencies or credits derived from the
depositing of surplus property, for
financing studies, research, instruction, and other educational activities.
While transportation to the United

States may be provided by the Fulbright Act, means must be found to
help foreign exchange students finance their tuition, and living expenses while in this country. Sponsorting a foreign student would be a
worthy project for fraternities and
other organizations interested in edu-

cation

and

tions, Dr.

better international
Selsam

rela-

pointed out.

Pierce

—

for Chapel?”
I nodded and prepared myself for what, I wasn’t quite
sure, for this was the first time I
had ever come into personal contact
with one of our most popular pro-

fessors.

However, I soon found my-

self caught in a most informative and
versatile conversation.
Dr. Pierce is a Protestant minister.
Since he is acquainted with various

Mass.

at

FLOWERS

Commonwealth
Ave.

BOSTON
Tel. KEN 0580

Dean of Business
(Continued

ministers and numerous speakers, he
has been able to obtain a representative from almost every denomination

of the Protestant faith, plus a Priest
and a Rabbi for chapel exercises.
Since Emerson ‘has such a diversified
religious representation, the Doctor
has tried to give us this variety, and
we are certainly appreciative of the
fact.

You will remember—if you attend Chapel, that is—Father Stapleton from the St. John’s Ecclesiastical
Seminary

sistant

and

Rabbi

to Rabbi

Goldman,

Joshua

as-

Liebman,

GAYLE

GALLOWAY

>

A little place in Pennsylvania was
really caught with its Pottstown on
the seventh of November in 1926,
for that was when the great Gayle
took place: Gayle Galloway that is.
Miss G had a boringly normal birth.
The only incident of any consequence coupled with the event was
“the fainting of Mr. Galloway.
Soon after graduating from Pottstown High School (sometimes re-

from the Temple Israel.
We have
also had numerous speakers from the
EpiscoCongregational,
Unitarian,
ferred to as Pressure Cooker Prep)
palian, and Baptist churches: Bishop —
Gayle decided to take up flight trainNash, the Episcopalian Bishop of
ing, which was really very natural for
Massachusetts; Frederick Eliot, Presin what other direction could one
ident of the American Unitarian Astake flight training?
She almost had
sociation; Professor Auer, Professor
Gravity beaten when the Great War
of Theology at Harvard University,
occurred and nipped her wings in
and the Rev. Dr. Yarbrough, ministhe bud.
After a year of slaving
ter of the Second Church in Newton

and the First Church of Boston where
our

chapel

Rev.

Dr.

services

are

Yarbrough,

held.

The

incidentally,

was recently appointed a trustee of
Emerson College.
In addition, we
have had our own President Green
and Professor George H. Williams of
Harvard University.

The prospects for the future are
definitely encouraging.
In a few
weeks Bishop Szenti-Ivani from Hungary, is going to be with us.
A na-

tive of Hungary, but proficient in the

English language, he was founder of
the Emerson League in Hungary. We

may

also expect to have President

Emeritus

Herrick

from

Andover

Theological Seminary to speak for us.

Now all this hasn’t been a plug
for Chapel, classmates.
‘That's not
our intention.
It’s just to give you
a summary and a preview for those
interested, of what has gone on in
the Edward
Everett Hale Chapel
every week since September and of
what is likely to occur in the future.
Then, too, and perhaps more importantly, it was to give you some idea
as to whom the credit for these excellent services should go.
None
other than our own Dr. Pierce.

P.:Y.

over a hot typewriter

(Continued from

program.

Page

1)

a

In announcing
the new
salary
classification schedule, President Edel
declared that “the only hope for the
small college of the future lies in the
excellency of its faculty,’ and that
only by offering salaries “at least

to the return of private

industry” can the “services of faculty members of superior merit’ be retained.

Finest

in

Pharmaceutical

Supplies...

THE
MILLER DRUG
CO
Corner

Mass,

Beacon

at the Jacobs

Aircraft
Engine
Company,
Gayle
came to Emerson College. She’s still
here majoring in English with emphasis on Speech Therapy.
During Gayle’s four years at Alma
Mater she has been a very active student: Secretary of Zeta Phi Eta in
her second and third years, social
chairman of the Senior class, and attendant to the Prom Queen at Junior

Prom

in

1947.

A

session

on

the

Dean’s List is in there some place, too.
Those that saw the Zeta Toy Theatre's
production of “Ladies in Retirement”
will surely remember Gayle’s magnificent performance as Ellen Creed.
And to top everything off, the girls
at the dorm tell me that Gayle is
the champion “Hi-LO” bat-ball artist, which is certainly an accomplish-

Ave. and
Street

ment not to be overlooked.
We got a little categorical in our
interview with Miss Galloway and
listed her likes and dislikes as a matter of interest for comparison. This
is what we got: LIKES; classical mu-.
sic, Bill Stewart, popular music, lollipops, sleep, Bill Stewart, Western
sandwiches,
swimming,
basketball,
hockey,
and
Bill
Stewart.
DISLIKES; the word “chick,” Stan Kenton, Guy Lombardo, writing letters,

dorm

Increase Faculty Salaries

For the
QUALITY

his

chair back and looked at me quizzically. “How do.I get my speakers

comparable

HOFFMAN

tipped

who still rate their efforts above those
of Kaufmann and Hart. Shakespeare
was good, too.
Sheridan, Moliére
and others were considered highly.
Do you consider Maxwell Anderson,
Eugene O'Neill and Rodgers and
Hammerstein superior?
In the acting field a certain aura clings to the
names of Siddone, Garrick, Booth,
Bernhardt and Terry. Legend has it
that they were as good as Evans,
Hayes, Cornell and the Lunts. That,

from

Page

food,

shots, and

not).

double
her nose

barreled
(why,

sling-

we know

All of this proves that Gayle

really has likes and dislikes and even
vice versa.
Soon all will be well with Gayle.
This coming summer will in all probability see completed her marriage
to Bill Stewart, formerly of Emerson.
Bill, incidentally, told me on the q.t.
that he has Gayle’s paper route all
worked out.

(B. S.)

Joan Edwards Sings
(Continued

ers.

Ask

any

Page

1)

She stated that there was no real
money in radio today. Her last program was the “Hit Parade,’ which
she appeared on for over five years.
Miss Edwards will next year appear
on the “Prudential Hour” sponsored
by the Prudential Insurance Company.
At the time of her appearance on
the “You're The Critic’ broadcast,.
Miss Edwards was in Boston for an
engagement at the exclusive Oval
Room of the Copley Plaza Hotel.
Among those who attended the
broadcast were Radio Department assistants, Miss Elizabeth Scalise and

Miss Elenor Burt; Kenn Sshaffer of
the Emerson Publicity Department,
and

a large group

one

of my

of students.

Prize Play Presented
(Continued

form

Page

2)

Many of the scenes conveyed to
the audience the atmosphere of old
portraits in the family album.
Mr. Albert Cohn is to be complimented for his moving interpretation
in the direction of the play.
He was
assisted by Franc Skirball and Marina
Johnston as Stage Manager and Assistant Stage Manager, respectively.
Settings and costumes were well-

handled by Miss Patricia Havens and
Mr. Francis M. Mahard, Jr., of the
Technical Department faculty.
Among those who appeared in the
two performances were: James Nolan, Richard Boardman, Stu Bishop,
Moira Higgins, Joan Powers, William
Perry, Gloria Baché, Virginia Park
er, Parker Zellers, Bill McCart, Peggy Paulson, Donald Smith and Janet
Bergman.
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proved.

But,

please,
Mr.
Evans,
you'll
annoy
theater historians if you infer that
the last 1,000 (or 2,500) years have
merely been steps on the way to the
glorious theater of today!
True we see only the best European films, but that best has become
formidable in comparison to the Hollywood production of good films.
Since we're being reasonable we'll

admit

we

have

seen

some

foreign

films much worse than those of Hollywood. But then they didn’t cost as

much either.

:

In conclusion, Mr. Reeves, you
have a perfect right to your opinions
and we suggest you write to your favorite Hollywood producer tonight
(in basic English preferably) telling
him how you loved “Loose Lips in
Marrakech.” Personally, we'd rather
write to Jane Russell on the possibility of getting an autographed picture
in return.
Something has accelerated the tempo of Emerson this second semester—a certain élan vital—
a joie de vivre—these and other ineffable qualities having returned with
Bill Bassett.
Bill deserted us for a

semester at the University of Miami.
But the magnetic attraction of Emerson has brought Bill back from
America’s playground to ice-locked
Boston, and—let joy be unconfined
at the return of this lost sheep to the
fold.
Advanced Theater will be the
The stimu
richer for Bill’s- talents.
lus of his presence will not pass unnoticed in class rooms.
Nor will

his height alone make him conspicuous in the Espie.
Welcome back,
Bill,-and think this over very carefully, “There’s no place like home,”
to coin a phrase.

(M. W.)
In early periods the connection between poetry, music, and dancing
was vety close.
The Greek drama
was a combination of poetic drama
with music and dancing. This, without a doubt, points out the fact that
poetry, music, and dancing had some
connection in early periods.

Wear the Popular

‘SPALDING
SADDLES

(EPS.

Editor: “You’ve come to the wrong
”

from

Her first big-time break was a
spot on the Rudy Vallee show. Later,
following her college career, she sang
with Paul Whiteman.

Zeke: “I'd like you to tell me how
to run a publication such as yours.”

person.

1)

the fleet, he received the Navy Commendation Ribbon.
Following the end of the war, he
was appointed District Redistribution
Officer for the Bureau of Ships, and
was
instrumental
in
reallocating
equipment and supplies for the best
interest of the fleet and the ultimate
saving of time and expenditure to
the government.
He is married and has been a home
owner in Newton
for twenty-five
years.
Mrs. Keller is a graduate of
Wellesley
College.
They
are the
parents of two sons, one of whom as
a Naval aviator was killed in action
over Japan.
Dean Keller’s other son
is married and is completing his studies at Harvard Medical School.

ch
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one

Dr.

Briar College
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126,

Drama

(L.P.)—.
SWEET
BRIAR,
VA.
Sponsorship of a foreign study plan,
operative at the University of Delawate
since
1923,
has
just been
adopted by Sweet Briar College, according to President Martha Lucas,
for both men and women students
from accredited colleges and universities in this country.
Scene of the
proposed study plan is the University
of Paris.
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(Continued from Page 1)
found Bill with the necessary defensive faking and speed to break up the
offensive effort.
Po
Questions’ I haven't
heard
answeted department: Is it true that
Tom Yawkey, owner of the Boston
Red Sox, and a millionaire lumber
businessman, is going to split — his
Opening Day double header with the

of

din

er
s
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